THE D U N C H U R C H AND STAFFORD FINDS OF
EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY HALFPENCE AND
COUNTERFEITS
P. H. R O B I N S O N

THE recently published Bibliography has shown that there is a small but distinct group
of hoards deposited in England between 1672 and c. 1825 which consisted either entirely
of copper coins, often in extremely large numbers,1 or of mixed copper and low denomination silver coins, with the former predominating.2 Such hoards are to be associated
with the working classes, including such persons as small shopkeepers, innkeepers, and
toll-gate keepers. From England there is no true currency hoard deposited between these
dates which consisted of mixed gold, silver, and copper coins.3 Regrettably few finds of
this type have been published even in the form of a preliminary note, and fewer still have
been preserved intact in museums. The two eighteenth-century hoards described below
are of particular interest in that they appear to be the only copper hoards from the West
Midlands at present known for this period, during which Birmingham, with the adjacent
manufacturing towns in the Black Country, established itself as a major centre for the
production and distribution of both counterfeit and 'evasive' copper coin. The finds
illustrate in addition, what the few detailed accounts of similar hoards have also shown,
that the contents of such hoards are extremely diverse and invariably of great interest.4
In the descriptions of the coins below, weights are given in grains to the nearest 0-5 of
1
Bibliography, nos. EU 4 (Redcar, York), with 250 exceptions are Bibliography, GD 6 (Montcoffer, Banff)
plus JE coins; GA 4 (Haslingden, Lanes.) with 132 plus with 215 /R and 172 JE, regarding which see below,
(not 132 as stated in the Bibliography) /E coins; GC 6 p. 155; and GA 1 (Broughton Astley, Leics.) with 14
(Grove Park, London) with 'large quantities' of /E plus
and 2 JE, where the 2 farthings may be incoins; GD 3 (Ringles Cross, Uckfield, Sussex) with cidental additions, although the account of the find
749 JE coins; GD 37 (Barvas, Isle of Lewis) with 12 JE does not preclude the possibility that more JE coins
coins; GD 30 (Wath upon Dearn, Yorks.) with 110 were present.
3
JE coins; to which may now be added thefind described
Bibliography, GC 1 (Upper Dean, Bedford)
below from Dunchurch, Warwickshire (Bibliography clearly consists of two separatefinds concealed in the
(First Addendum), GC 12) with 89 JE coins. Biblio- same house and discovered in separate places when it
graphy references are to I. D. Brown and M. Dolley, was demolished: (a) the 10 guineas, ranging in date
A Bibliography of Coin Hoards of Great Britain and
from 1685-1746, plus another gold piece which may or
Ireland 1500-1967; Bibliography (First Addendum) may not have been a guinea; (6) thefive low denomireferences are to I. D. Brown, 'First addendum to the nation >2R coins together with 34 JE coins. The types
Bibliography of Coin Hoards of Great Britain and and dates of these are not specified and thus the date of
Ireland 1500-1967', SNC 1973 pp. 47-51.
deposition is uncertain; but as the twofinds could be
2
The second hoard from Upper Dean, Bedford treated as one in the inquest and in the accounts of the
(Bibliography, GC 1)—see the following note—com- discovery, it seems likely that the coins were approxiprising 5 JR and 34 JE coins; Bibliography, GD 38mately of the same date.
1
(Stafford, Mill Street), also the subject of this article,
For example, the presence in Bibliography, GA 4
with 2 /R and 13 JE coins; Bibliography (First Adden- (Haslingden, Lanes.) of 4 pattern farthings (according
dum), EU 7 (London, Queenhithe/Southwark Bridge, to the account of thefind in SNC 1921, pp. 405 f„ but
deposited in c. 1696), comprising 1 fit (William III one tends to prefer the Bibliography's 3), and several
sixpence, 1696) and 31 plus JE and tin coins (Ivor Noel coins in the Lochgelly find described elsewhere in this
Hume, Treasure from the Thames (1956), pp. 227 f. Thevolume of BNJ.
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a grain. More precise figures would be unnecessary as the coins are in the main very
worn and occasionally bear some patina. The diameters are also given in mm. (with
maximum and minimum figures when the coin is markedly elliptical) to enable comparison to be made with thefigures given by Peck for the English regal issues represented.
The difficulty lies in satisfactorily distinguishing between counterfeits and genuine coins.
Counterfeits might be cast from the originals or struck from very skilfully made dies,
and thus style is not always a satisfactory criterion, particularly since the standard of
workmanship of the original dies was at times poor, and the coins under consideration
are very worn. Weight is also an unsatisfactory criterion on its own. Counterfeit coins
need not always weigh less than their prototypes; the weight range of the original coins,
as shown by Peck, is quite wide; and considerable allowance must be made for wear,
possibly in the region of a quarter of the weight when struck. There remain metal content
and size of flan. To assess the former is still impracticable when dealing with a large
hoard of this kind, and would not necessarily identify as false light-weight counterfeits
made from melted-down official coin. The latter involves accepting the figures given by
Peck, but the proportion of the coins in the Dunchurch find, described below, which
come below the range given for the type by Peck causes one to speculate whether future
research will cause the range to be extended. In short, only the obvious counterfeits are
indicated as such and it is probable that a high proportion of the remainder are also false.
DUNCHURCH, WARWICKSHIRE.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
( F I R S T A D D E N D U M ) , G C 12

This hoard of eighty-nine halfpennies was found on 18 September 1961 loose in the
earth at a depth of about 4' 6" at Dunchurch, near Rugby, approximately twenty yards
from the bridge at the bottom of Sand's Hill. Part of it, comprising twenty-eight coins,
was submitted by Mr. J. R. Nixon of Atherstone to Birmingham Museum, which subsequently acquired the eighty-nine coins. The exact size of the find is uncertain, but it is
believed to be more or less intact as it stands. There was no trace of a container but it is
difficult to believe that so many coins had not been in a bag of some sort which had rotted
away. The coins are as follows:
ENGLISH
WILLIAM

No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Date
(1694)
(1694)
(1694)
(1694)
(1694)

Wt.jgr.
146
117-5
110
107-5
86

Diameterj mm. Remarks
28-1
26-9
27-6
1/1 engraved on rev.
27-7
27-8
Cast counterfeit.
WILLIAM

Type l 3
6. 1696
1

148-5

MARY2

AND

29-2/28-7

III

Obv. filed.

The coins from both finds were weighed by the
Weights and Measures Department of Stafford Corporation, and I am most grateful to Mr. K. Hughes for
permitting this.
2
The weight range given for this issue by Peck is

139-6-182-0 gr. and the diameter range 28-31-5 mm.
(English Copper, Tin and Bronze Coins in the British
Museum 1558-1958 (1960), p. 162).
3
Peck (ibid., p. 170) gives the weight range as
136-5-180-7 gr. and the diameter range as 28-29-5 mm.
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No.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Date
1697
Illeg.
Illeg.
Illeg.
Illeg.
Illeg.
Illeg.
Illeg.

149

m./gr.
140-5
162-5
142
141
135
134-5
129
119

Diameter/mm.
29-1/28-3
28-4
28-7/28-1
28
27-5
28-4/27-5
28-2/27-5
28-1/27-6

Type 2 1
15. 1699?

127-5

27-7

Type 1 or 2
16. Illeg.
17. Illeg.

141
129

27-6
27-3

18.
19.
20.

Illeg.
Illeg.
Illeg.

120
115
111

27-6
27-6/27
27-8

21.

Illeg.

101-5

26-5

Type 3 2
22. 1700
23. 1700?
24. 1701
25. Illeg.
26. Illeg.

124
117
123-5
151
132-5

27-3
28-4/27-8
27-8/27-4
27-9
28-4/28-1

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

129-5
119-5
118-5
104
116

27-7/26-1
27-5/26-9
27-1/26-7
26-8/25-9
27-4/27

Cast counterfeit? Edge filed possibly to remove mould
line.
Obv.: S touches king's hair, cf. Peck 690 and 691.
Cast counterfeit ?
Cast counterfeit ?
Cast counterfeit: traces of mould line visible.
Cast counterfeit ?

27-5

Cast counterfeit?

Illeg.
Illeg.
Illeg.
Illeg.
Illeg.

Type uncertain
32. Illeg.
112

Remarks
Weight slightly above average.

Possibly counterfeit.
Possibly counterfeit.

Cast counterfeit: mould line visible and edge filed to
remove this.
Cast counterfeit: mould line visible in parts.
Cast counterfeit: mould line visible in parts.
Cast counterfeit: mould line visible in parts and traces
of vertical filing around edge.
Light weight cast (?) counterfeit, with edge hammered
to simulate thickness.
Peck—(large 00 in date).
Cast counterfeit: slight traces of mould line visible.

GEORGE

2nd issue 3
33. 1720
34. 1723

108-5
92

26-9/26-3
26-9/26-4

35.
36.

129
113

27-4/27
27-2/26-8

1724
1724

I

Struck counterfeit, with both dies flawed.
Cast counterfeit: simulated oblique and occasionally
verticalgraining(not ordinaryfile marks) around edge. 4
Peck 806 or possibly a counterfeit cast of it.
Probably a counterfeit cast from Peck 806. Possible
traces of mould line.

1
Peck (ibid., p. 172) gives the weight range as
147-3-181-1 gr. and the diameter range as 28-9 mm.
2
Peck (ibid., p. 173) gives the weight range as 138192-7 gr. and the diameter range as 28-29-5 mm.
3
Peck (ibid., pp. 119 and 202) gives the weight
range as 144-160 gr. and the diameter range as 27-528-5 mm.
4
Peck lists three halfpennies of George I with

obliquely grained edges, all dated 1719: no. 782, a 1st
Issue halfpenny on a 2ndIssue flan; nos. 792 and 794,
both 2nd Issue coins. Two farthings also appear with
straight grained edges, nos. 812 and 820, both dated
1720. He comments (ibid., p. 201) that at this time the
Mint was obviously toying with the idea of grained
edges.
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No. Date
37. Illeg.
38. Illeg.

Wt./gr.
136
127

Diameter/mm.
29-3/28-5
27-7

39.

Illeg.

122

28-2/27-7

40.
41.

Illeg.
Illeg.

120-5
120

27-8/27-3
27-8

42.

Illeg.

69-5

27-8/26-8

Remarks
Slightly larger than normal.
Traces of a series on the obv. of a series of round punch
marks filled with criss-cross lines.
Cast counterfeit: traces of mould line visible, together
with oblique file marks around edge.
Cast counterfeit ?
If genuine an unrecorded variety with straight graining
around edge. 1 M punched on obv. and M A on rev.
Struck counterfeit.
GEORGE

Young head type 2
43. 1732
114
123
44. 1733

27-7/27-2
27-9/27-2

45.
46.
47.
48.

1734
1734
1736
1736

124
116
143
117

27-6/27-3
27-5/27
28-4/27-5
27-2/26-8

49.
50.

1737
1737

137
73-5

28-8/27-5
26-7/26-3

51.
52.
53.
54.

1738
1738
1738
173-

145
105-5
102
117-5

28-9/28-5
27-7/27
28-2/27-2
28-3/27-3

55.
56.
57.
58.

Illeg.
Illeg.
Illeg.
Illeg.

120
140
136-5
132-5

26-9
27-8/27
28-3/27-4
27-2

59.
60.

Illeg.
Illeg.

129-5
126

26-8
27-7/27-2

61.
62.

Illeg.
Illeg.

107-5
119-5

28-9/27-3
27-6

Old
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
1

head, <GEORGIUS T Y P E 4
116-5
1744
140
1745
1745
136
1745
134
132-5
1745
137
Illeg.
Illeg.
114

27-9/26-5
28-2
28/27-7
28-1/27-5
27-6/27-1
28-1/27-1
27-9/27-4

II

Filed around edge and probably a cast counterfeit.
Struck counterfeit with what appears to be graining on
one section of the edge.
Struck counterfeit.
Cast (?) counterfeit with widely spaced oblique lines
around edge.
Cast counterfeit in inferior copper. Mould line visible.
Struck counterfeit with edge hammered to simulate
thickness.
Struck counterfeit.
Struck counterfeit.
Struck counterfeit. Merchant's mark £ (or imitation
thereof) on obv. 3
Struck counterfeit withfiled edge. Date may read 17££d).
Cast counterfeit.
Struck counterfeit, -T punched on obv. Incised oblique
lines around rim on rev. Edge hammered and large
gash in edge.
Cast counterfeit: edgefiled but shows traces of mould line.
Cast counterfeit: file marks around edge and traces of
mould line.
Cast (?) counterfeit.
Struck counterfeit of crude style.
Struck counterfeit.
Struck counterfeit.
Struck counterfeit. Obv. double-struck.
English Merchants' Marks (1964), but cf. ^ on p. 53,
no. 2, from Dedham, Essex, or
on p. 88 from
Chipping Norton.
4
Peck (ibid., pp. 208 and 211) gives the weight
range as 132-6-160-3 and the diameter range as
28-5-29-5.

Peck lists only farthings with straight graining,
both dated 1720.
2
Peck (ibid., pp. 208 f.) gives the weight range as
145-4-163-9 gr. and the diameter range as 28-529-5 mm.
3
No identical mark is given in F. A. Girling,
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No. Date
Wt./gr.
Old head, GEORGIVS type
70. 1739!
123

Diameter/mm.
28-9/27-8

CO

T—

133-5

72.

1748

127-5

27-7

73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.

1748
1749
1750
1750
1750
1751
1751
Illeg.
Illeg.

119-5
140
131
118
113
133-5
120
117-5
101-5

28
29
28-4/27-7
27-7/27-3
28-1/27-5
28
27-4/27
27-5
27-2/26-9

27-9/27-4

151

Remarks
Crude struck counterfeit combining an Old Head style
obv. with a reverse of a Young Head period coin.
Cast counterfeit with what appeared to be traces of semioblique graining around edge.
Cast counterfeit. Obv. apparently from a regular coin;
rev. from a counterfeit coin.
Cast counterfeit with edge filed.
Struck counterfeit.
Struck counterfeit.
Struck counterfeit of particularly good workmanship.
Struck counterfeit, with obv. smaller than the reverse.
Struck counterfeit.
Cast (?) counterfeit: edge filed.
Struck (?) counterfeit.
ANGLO-IRISH

Charles II, Armstrong's and Legg's Regal Coinage
82. Illeg.
63
2-45/2-42
George I, William Wood's Coinage, class II
Making allowance for wear, at the time of striking this
112
83. 1723
27-3/26-6
coin must have weighed well above the average for
the issue (116-5 grains, 1 while Young allows a weight
range for the issue of between 96 and 120 grains). 2
3
George II, Young head type L
84. 1738
129
27-7/26-6
Struck counterfeit.
85. 173108-5
27-1/26-3
Type 2
86. 1742

122-5

27-5/26-9

Struck counterfeit.
BLANK

Halfpenny-size
87.
88.
89.

flans
118
114
111-5

27-4/26-9
28/27-5
28-2

Traces of filing around edge.

The absence of George II Old Bust type halfpennies dating after 1751 would suggest
that, in spite of the wear on coins of that date and of dates immediately preceding it, the
hoard was deposited either in or very shortly after that year. Copper coins when carried
about in largish amounts loose in bags may have tended to become worn quite quickly.
The genuine halfpennies of William and Mary and William III in the find show that
under such conditions halfpennies could become practically smooth within a period of
aboutfifty years.
Regrettably there is no other English hoard of this period with which the Dunchurch
find may satisfactorily be compared. The composition of English copper hoards of the
1
2

3
Sir John Craig, The Mint (1953), p. 370.
Young gives the average weight of this issue as
Derek Young, Coin Catalogue of Ireland (4th 134 gr. (ibid., p. 19); Craig allows 135 gr. (op. cit.,
edn., 1969), p. 17.
p. 371).
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first half of the eighteenth century should reflect three factors—the number of coins of
each type struck and put into circulation; that at particular periods coins were unofficially
melted down to provide the raw material for the production of light-weight counterfeits;
and that there were times when the coins predominantly imitated were not of the current
type but of a past type. Thus the high proportion of coins of William III in the find
reflects not only the large issue of 700 tons weight of these coins between 1695 and 1701
but also the fashion after 1725 for forging three-quarter-weight imitations of them. 1
Conversely the absence of first issue ('Dump') halfpennies of George I is primarily
because only £6,000 worth of these were struck, and possibly also because these and the
second-issue coins were melted down in large numbers by the counterfeiters to make the
three-quarter-weight imitations of William III halfpence. The Montcoffer find (Bibliography, GD 6) deposited at the end of the eighteenth century includedfifty-one George
III and forty-two George II halfpennies; none of George I but seven of William III. In
contrast, thefind from Uckfield (.Bibliography, GD 3), deposited after 1775-—and perhaps
after c. 1796 (see below, p. 154)—consisted mainly of coins of George III with 'some' of
both George II and George I (types not recorded), but no earlier coins.
S T A F F O R D , M I L L S T R E E T . BIBLIOGRAPHY,

GD 3 8

This small hoard of fifteen coins was found resting on a beam of the Old Bakehouse
situated on the east corner of Mill Street and Church Lane in Stafford, when it was being
demolished.2 There was no container and the hoard is believed to be complete as it
stands. In 1929, possibly the approximate time of the discovery, the hoard was presented
by Messrs. J. & C. Mort, printers and owners of the Staffordshire Advertiser, to the Old
Stafford Society, now the Stafford Historical and Civic Society, and it is now deposited
on permanent loan to Stafford Museum and Art Gallery. It consists of the following:
ENGLISH

No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
1
2

Reign
Denomination Date Type
Weight (gr.) Diameter (mm.)
William III Shilling
1696 Kent — .
87
Obv. die apparently unrecorded, reading GVLIELMVS ' m • DEI • GRATIA \ Showing little traces
of wear.
Halfpenny
Illeg. 3
134-5
27-4
Very worn.
George II
Halfpenny
Illeg. 1st Issue
124-5
28
Struck counterfeit.
Halfpenny
174- 2nd Issue, GEORGIVS type
132-5
29-1/28-7
Halfpenny
175- 2nd Issue, GEORGIVS type 128-5
28-8/28-1
George III Halfpenny
1770
143-5
27-5
Struck counterfeit.
Halfpenny
1770 Peck 893
141-5
29-7/29-3
Halfpenny
1771 Peck 896
131-5
28-9/28-3
Halfpenny
1772
144
28-7/28-3
Struck counterfeit with obv. reading GEORGIUS for GEORGIVS.
Halfpenny
1773
120
28-1/27-8
Struck counterfeit.
Halfpenny
1775
129
29-3/28-4
Exceptionally competent (struck) counterfeit.
Craig, op. cit., p. 253.
p; 17. MS. label attached to the coins in Stafford
Transactions of the Old Stafford
Society, 1929, Museum.
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12.
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Reign
Denomination
Date
Weight (gr.) Diameter (mm.)
Uncertain
Shilling
Illeg.
50-5
Shilling-sized disc of silver worn or as if worn completely smooth on each side and around the
edge. Possibly but not certainly a counterfeit.1
ANGLO-IRISH2

13.
14.
15.

George III
Halfpenny
1766
109-5
26-5
Small underweight struck counterfeit struck on a flan too small for the dies employed.
Halfpenny
1766
130
28/27-8
Full weight struck counterfeit from the same dies as the following coin.
Halfpenny
1766
131-5
28-2/27-7
Full weight struck counterfeit from the same dies as the preceding coin but showing a prominent
die flaw in the space before the king's nose. On the obv. of these two coins, the letters vs of
GEORGIVS are small and out of line, while the spacing of vs- is cramped; in addition the digits
are out of line: on the rev. the E of HIBERNIA, particularly the lower horizontal stroke, is crudely
engraved. They are otherwise exceptionally competent counterfeits, the reverses at least almost
certainly copied from a coin from the same dies as a halfpenny in the BM collection, ex Durrant
sale lot 1047.

The find, possibly to be interpreted as a casually mislaid purse or pocketful of coins,
may have been lost or concealed at any time between 1775 and 1797 and, allowing for
the hypothetical disappearance from circulation of the heavy Second Issue coins of George
III in the years immediately following 1797,3 even as late as 1800. The absence, however,
of commercial tokens might suggest that a date closer to 1775 is preferable. Apart from
the counterfeits and the Anglo-Irish coins, discussed separately below, the composition
of this small find calls for little comment. The ratio of silver to copper coins is broadly
parallel to that of the secondfind from Upper Dean, Bedfordshire (Bibliography, GC 1),
which consisted of 5 /R and 34 JE coins, of uncertain date but possibly of the eighteenth
century.4 The only other mixed silver and copperfind from England and Scotland of the
second half of the eighteenth century is that from Corskie Farm, near Banff {Bibliography, GD 6), comprising 215 /R and 172 JE coins. Its size and contents suggest that it
is to be interpreted as a savings find, and for this reason not to be compared with the
Stafford and Upper Dean finds.
There are few copper or copper and silver hoards of the period 1672-c. 1825 and our
information about most of these is inadequate. It is impossible, therefore, to be categorical about the pattern of English base metal currency at this time. Contemporary
printed or written sources are of importance, but these are frequently too general in their
nature or too selective in their contents, in, for example, illustrating the pattern of
currency in only one time and place (generally London and the Home Counties). Considerable variation in the general pattern should be expected at different periods and in
1

On counterfeit shillings in the form of plain
white-metal discs, see Craig, op. cit., pp. 247-8. A
practically smooth but genuine William III shilling,
date uncertain, in the writer's collection, weighs 56-4
grains and thus the weight of the Stafford specimen is
no argument for its being counterfeit.
2
Young, op. cit., p. 23, gives a weight range for
this issue of 81-156 gr. The two BM specimens weigh

126-4 and 132-9 gr. (inf. from Mr. M. Dolley).
3
P. Colquhoun comments regarding the Second
Issue coins: 'Dealers and tradesmen at present hoard
up the penny pieces and only circulate the counterfeit
halfpence which they receive' (Police of the Metropolis
(6th edn., 1800), p. 186 n.).
1
See above, p. 147, n. 3.
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different parts of the country at any one time. It must, therefore, be emphasized that
the following conclusions are to be considered as provisional.
The circulation of foreign copper coins in England in the period 1672-c. 1825 would
appear to have been minimal,1 in contrast to that of foreign gold and silver coins. The
presence of six seventeenth-century Scottish coins in a total of 132 coins from the find
made at Haslingden, Lanes. (Bibliography, GA 4), deposited shortly after 1714, suggests
that such coin may have had a restricted circulation in at least the northern counties of
England, but further evidence is needed to confirm or qualify this. The circulation in
both England and Scotland of Anglo-Irish copper coins represents a different problem;
it is somewhat complicated by the presence in some finds, notably that from Stafford, of
what are almost certainly locally produced counterfeits of Anglo-Irish coins, but the
existence of these should presuppose the circulation of the genuine prototypes.
Significantly, Anglo-Irish copper coins have occurred in every copper or copper and
silver hoard of more than ten coins deposited in England between 1672 and c. 1825 or in
Scotland between 1707 and that date, of which details have been recorded. The six2 finds
in question are as follows:
Haslingden, Lanes. (Bibliography, GA 4), deposited after 1714: 15 Anglo-Irish halfpennies among the 132 coins recorded—3 of Charles II (1681, 1682, 1683); 3 of James II
(1685, 1686, 1688); 9 of William and Mary (3 of 1692 and 2 each of 1693, 1694, and
1696), but curiously none of William III solus. The coins were probably all genuine.
Dunchurch, War. (Bibliography (First Addendum), GC 12), deposited after 1751:
5 Anglo-Irish halfpennies from a total of 89 coins—1 of Charles II (date illegible); 1 of
George I (1723); 3 of George II (1738, 173?, 1742), of which two were counterfeit.
Stafford, Mill Street (.Bibliography, GD 38), deposited after 1775: three of the thirteen
halfpennies in the find were counterfeit Anglo-Irish coins of George III, all dated 1766
and two of them from the same dies.
Uckfield, Sussex (Bibliography, GD 3), deposited after 1776: an uncertain number of
Anglo-Irish coins were present in thisfind of 749 coins but no details are given regarding
their dates or whether all or any were counterfeit. It is, however, likely that the coin or
coins dated 1776 in the find were Anglo-Irish, as English halfpennies were not struck in
this year and there is no reason to believe that coins of any other country were present
in the find. Reference in the account of the hoard to 'Welsh halfpennies' may be to
Anglesey commercial tokens, but is more likely to be to the 'North Wales' or 'South
Wales' class of what might be described as 'Anglo-Irish evasives', in which case the
hoard is likely to have been deposited after c. 1796 (see below, p. 158).
Barvas, Isle of Lewis (Bibliography, GD 37), deposited after 1793: 2 of the 12 M coins
1
Of the true currency hoards deposited in the
eighteenth century, only that from Montcoffer (Bibliography GD 6) is known for certain to have included a
foreign coin, in this case Dutch and dated 1720.
2
Mr. M. Dolley has brought to my attention a
group of three Anglo-Irish pennies of George III,
dates 1769, 1781, and 1782, in the National Museum
of Ireland, which are said to be from the wreck of the

'Faithful Steward' from Ireland, off Indian or Rehoboth Beach, Delaware, U.S.A., in 1785. It had silver
bullion and specie on board and the loss was estimated
at $500,000 (A. L. Lonsdale and H. R. Kaplan, A
Guide to Sunken Ships in American Waters (Arlington,
Virginia, Compass Publications, 1964), p. 43. The
writer is at the moment seeking further information on
coinfinds from this wreck.
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were Anglo-Irish halfpennies—1 of George II (date illegible) and 1 counterfeit halfpenny
of George III (date illegible).1
Montcoffer (.Bibliography, GD 6), deposited after 1796: the 172 copper coins included 7
Anglo-Irish halfpennies of George III, but their dates are not recorded, nor is it known
whether all or any were counterfeit. Also present were 2 Irish commercial tokens and 1
example of the 'North Wales' class of imitative Anglo-Irish coin.
From such inadequate information few satisfactory conclusions may be drawn, save
that the proportion of genuine, counterfeit, and 'evasive' Anglo-Irish halfpennies in
circulation in England in the late seventeenth and almost certainly throughout the
eighteenth century was substantial. It is as yet impossible to determine whether the
proportion was higher in certain areas, such as the West Midlands, the North-West, and
the West Coast of Scotland, or in certain periods than in others. Anglo-Irish halfpennies
and farthings were struck at a lighter weight than their English contemporaries and
nominally were rated at 13 to 12. They must, nevertheless, have circulated on a par with
the English coins. In the words of Sir John Craig: 'Ordinary folk, if short of small
change, cared nothing about either intrinsic value, high quality of copper, pattern or
limits of legal tender.' 2 The fact that they were struck under the authority of the Crown
must have helped their acceptability. Furthermore, at least at the time of striking, the
genuine Anglo-Irish coins would have been as heavy as, if not heavier than, many of
the older English coins of William and Mary and William III, still in circulation by
the middle of the eighteenth century which by then might have lost up to a quarter of
their original weight through wear; and frequently they would be heavier than the very
numerous counterfeit and 'evasive' English coins concurrently in circulation. In this
respect the Anglo-Irish halfpenny of Charles II in the Dunchurch find, with its counterparts in that from Haslingden, and which therefore cannot merely be dismissed as a
stray, calls for separate comment. At 63 grains it is the lightest coin in that find, in weight
the equivalent of a farthing, and it is demonstrably smaller in diameter than the other
coins. It is probable that as these coins became smooth their size (rather than their light
weight, judging from the presence in the same find of barely heavier counterfeit English
halfpennies) should have led to their disappearance from circulation in England. 'Fullsize' Anglo-Irish coins in contrast could theoretically circulate until they became plain
blanks, and indeed after that.
The difference in weight between contemporary English and Anglo-Irish coins might
in theory have been an added inducement to English counterfeiters to copy Anglo-Irish
coins. But it would appear that this was a factor that did not greatly influence counterfeiters. Some of the Anglo-Irish counterfeits in the Dunchurch and Stafford finds are,
making allowances for wear, either at or near the official weight for the issue, presumably
because the profit made from using inferior metal was sufficient to make tampering with
the weight unnecessary. Colquhoun, writing at the end of the century, refers to the
counterfeit Anglo-Irish halfpennies as 'Irish Harps', 3 and the fact that they constitute his
1
I am grateful to Mr. R. B. K. Stevenson for giving the Eighteenth Century', NC 1926, p. 358) but they
me details of thisfind and permission to publish them are straightforward counterfeits; it is the so-called
2
here.
Craig, op. cit., p. 253. 'Welsh Harps', i.e. Anglo-Irish halfpence with NORTH
3
P. Colquhoun, Police of the Metropolis (6th edn., WALES or SOUTH WALES substituted for HIBERNIA on
1800), pp. 197 and 203. J. P. Barnard classes these as the rev., which as stated above, should be described
'evasives' ('The Forgery of English Copper Money in as 'evasive' pieces.
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third class of copper counterfeit coins then to be found in England (after the straightforward counterfeits and the 'evasives'), and that his proposals to put an end to counterfeiting copper coin includes references to Irish coin, indicates clearly that the proportion
of counterfeit Anglo-Irish coins in circulation in England must have been quite high.
Those in the Dunchurch and Stafford finds may, like the 'North Wales' and 'South
Wales' imitative coins, have been made in England, and if so probably for the most part
in the West Midlands. It is, however, conceivable that Irish 'navvies' employed in such
projects as canal construction might have brought over to England quantities of copper
coin that included Irish-made counterfeits, and an Irish origin for some should not be
discounted.
Finally, although this is not the place for a detailed study of counterfeiting, a few comments on the English counterfeits in the two finds are necessary in view of their number
and their variety. The activities of the counterfeiters were widespread at this time: as
early as 1751 it was noted that 'every town and village has its mint'. 1 A statement in the
Gentleman's Magazine in the following year to the effect that, at least in the Midlands,
counterfeit halfpence were already known as 'Birmingham halfpence',2 illustrates the
volume of false coin already being issued from that town in particular, and possibly also
from the south Staffordshire towns of Bilston, Wednesbury, and Wolverhampton, which
Colquhoun cites as also centres of counterfeiting.3 It was estimated by Snelling in 1753
that between 40 per cent and 50 per cent of the current copper coin (i.e. essentially the
halfpence) was counterfeit,4 but this and other later estimates should be treated with
caution, and it seems theoretically probable that in Birmingham and the area near by,
the proportion may have been higher. Later in the century the proportion of counterfeits in circulation appears to have increased. Several estimates are given by different
authorities. The lowest is that given by Matthew Boulton, who wrote in 1789 that 60 per
cent of the copper coin he received at toll-gates was counterfeit;5 as thisfigure may refer
to one method of putting false coin into circulation, it would imply that the over-all
percentage was well under that figure. In contrast, Pinkerton, writing in the same year,
asserted that 98 per cent of the current copper coin was counterfeit,6 whilst the Mint had,
on examination of samples of copper coin taken from circulation two years previously,
found that only 8 per cent 'had some tolerable resemblance to the king's coin'. 7 At the
end of the century, Colquhoun gave a lower estimate of 75 per cent counterfeit,8 but if
this figure takes into account private commercial tokens, classing them with the lawful
coin, then his estimate of the proportion of counterfeit to regal coin, may be quite close
to those of Pinkerton and the Mint. The proportion of counterfeits in the Dunchurch
find appears, as far as may be seen, to tally tolerably well with thefigure given by Snelling.
In the Stafford find, the proportion of genuine halfpennies is high, but the number of
coins in the sample is too small for it to be of any practical value.
While the counterfeit halfpence in the small Stafford find are all struck and, making
allowances for wear, are not generally much underweight, those in the Dunchurch
find are varied both in weight and method of manufacture. In Dunchurch there
are cast counterfeits of halfpennies of William and Mary, William III, George I, and
1

6
Cited in Craig, op. cit., p. 253.
Letter to Lord Hawkesbury quoted in S. Smiles,
GM 1752, p. 500.
Lives of Boulton and Watt (1865), p. 391, n. 3.
6
Colquhoun, op. cit., p. 180.
Pinkerton, Essay on Medals (1789), ii, p. 85.
Snelling, View of the Copper Coinage of England
' Cited in Craig, op. cit., p. 253.
8
Colquhoun, op. cit., p. 185.
(1766), p. 44.
2
3
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George II: the letter published in 1752 in the Gentleman's Magazine shows clearly
that this method of counterfeiting was still commonplace in the middle of the century.
Mention has already been made of the fashion among counterfeiters in the years after
1725 to manufacture three-quarter-weight cast copies of the halfpennies of William III.
Of the counterfeit halfpennies of this king in the Dunchurch find well over half come
into this category. The bulk of the later cast and struck counterfeits in the find fall
within a similar weight range (110-20 grains) and of the remainder—including here the
remaining cast counterfeit halfpence of William III—more tend to be heavier than
120 grains than to weigh less than 110 grains. The proportion of severely lightweight
counterfeits is small. Three cast counterfeits come into this category; their date
of manufacture is uncertain, for one hesitates to associate them directly with the
three-quarter-weight counterfeits which form so distinct a class.
In this series the practice of striking counterfeit coins from forged dies became
widespread later than that of manufacturing them by casting, and did not supplant
it until after the middle of the century. The earliest struck halfpence in the Dunchurch
find are of George I type 2, but as struck counterfeits appear to become common only
from the reign of George II onwards, it seems possible that these 'early' examples
may date long after their prototypes were struck. Again, very few are severely
lightweight.
Twofinal classes of counterfeit halfpennies may be mentioned—blanks and 'evasives'.
There are three examples of the former in the Dunchurchfind, all, significantly, weighing
between 110 and 120 grains, while the extremely worn shilling in the Stafford find is
possibly to be regarded as a counterfeit blank 'shilling'. As counterfeits they can be
regarded in two ways—as imitations of coins in an extremely worn state, which would
certainly be a likely explanation for the Stafford shilling, or as proper unofficial blanks,
originally intended to be struck with the design of one of the current halfpennies, but
without this having taken place. In theory blank counterfeits should only circulate after
a sufficient proportion of the current copper coins were themselves worn practically
smooth, as with the William and Mary and William III halfpennies in the Dunchurch
find, and thus it is likely that blanks began to be produced only fairly late in thefirst half
of the eighteenth century. The Mint's estimate in 1787 that 12 per cent of the coins
passing as halfpennies were blank 2 would suggest, logically enough, that this class of
counterfeit became more common in the second half of the century, but this figure
may include early genuine coins and possibly old counterfeits which by that date had
become smooth through wear.
It has been said that the production of 'evasive' English counterfeits began in 1751,
and thus their absence from the Dunchurch find would imply, since the find is large
enough for their absence to be significant, that a date for its deposit either in or very
shortly after that year is likely. The source for this assertion, which wasfirst proposed by
Barnard 3 and was accepted by Peck4 with only a little caution, is the letter published in
the Gentleman's Magazine in 1752. In the present writer's opinion this letter does not
refer to the beginning of the production of 'evasives': the 'new edition' to which the
writer of the letter alludes appears rather to refer firstly to the resumption of the activities
1
2
3

GM 1752, p. 500.
Cited in Craig, op. cit., p. 253.
J. P. Barnard, 'The Forgery of English Copper

Money in the Eighteenth Century', NC 1926, p. 341.
4
Peck, op. cit., p. 206.
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of the Birmingham counterfeiters after a temporary suppression of their activities in the
previous year, and secondly to the fact that whereas previously they had cast counterfeit
coins, now they were striking them. Peck italicizes the phrases in the letter 'variety of
impressions' and 'all distinguishable from each other and from the genuine halfpence',
but these might equally refer to straightforward counterfeits as to the 'evasives',
indicating that the styles of the different counterfeiters were quite distinct from each
other and from that of the official coinage, and not implying that it was their subjectmatter that was different. In a paper read in 1957 Dr. J. P. C. Kent proposed that
the issue of the 'evasive' halfpence and farthings was probably confined within the
years 1796-8,1 and although the present writer would be inclined to extend the later
figure to c. 1800 in view of Colquhoun's comments about the Second Issue coins,2
the arguments for a starting date of 1796 are most convincing.
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